DIRECT ACTIONS:
CCLI takes initiative in the following ways:
Supporting **youth led climate leadership** thru student climate action clubs, the annual *Art of Climate Justice* project & paid student internships. Our current intern named Roya, a senior at Santa Fe High School, won the 2018 contest w/ this painting (on left).

Keeping our commitment to **reduce emissions & help those in need**, we provide **weatherization & energy efficiency upgrades** for low income households thanks to a dynamic partnership.

Endowing - CCLI, LANL, LANL Foundation & YOU - the annual CCLI scholarship supporting NM students in their pursuit of environmental science degrees.

Teaming up with Quivira Coalition, CCLI is supporting **Carbon Ranching & Healthy Soil initiatives** to help NM’s rural communities, ranchers, farmers & the ecosystem while fostering more soil based carbon sequestration alleviating the climate crisis.

Ramping up our **C Change Project** calling on us all to **embrace climate solutions**: 100% renewable energy, electric vehicles, carbon pricing, restorative agriculture, conservation & much more...

LEADERSHIP GRANTS:
CCLI gives out annual leadership/seed grant awards to acknowledge excellence & foster teamwork. 2018 categories/recipient are:

**Education** - Katherine Bueler, 8th Grade Science Teacher at El Camino Real MS, for outstanding commitment to community based learning & sustainability in the classroom.

**Direct Action** - *Climate X Change* for developing a local Carbon Fee & Dividend (based on Senate Memorial 23) which CCLI encourages us all to enact in the upcoming legislative session(s).

**Innovation** - Santa Fe Green Chamber of Commerce for supporting the local advancement toward electric vehicles & renewable energy only charging.

**Conservation** - NM Healthy Soil Initiative supporting NM ranchers & farmers thru restorative agriculture & soil carbon capture.

**Justice** - Deb Haaland for her historic candidacy & bold stances on climate & equity. CCLI gives this seed grant to **Native American Voters Alliance (NAVA)** in her name as we believe voter registration & voting (regardless of party affiliation) is vital to advance climate leadership.

**Climate Courage Award** - Governor Jerry Brown for outstanding leadership to restore the stability of our climate & integrity of our nation. A seed grant in his name goes to **Under2 Coalition**, working to prevent global temperatures from rising over two degrees Celsius.

**Uplifting the community & combatting greenhouse gas emissions at once!**

*Join CCLI* @ [www.takeresponsibility.us](http://www.takeresponsibility.us) / 505-988-3364 / ccli@takeresponsibility.us